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Abstract- Legacy networks are frequently designed to perform
with simple single-course routing, like shortest-path, which is
understood to be throughput suboptimal. On the opportunity
hand, previously proposed throughput pinnacle of the road
hints (i.E., backpressure) require every tool within the
community to make dynamic routing picks. In that artwork,
we test overlay structure for dynamic routing such that highquality a subset of devices (overlay nodes) need to make
dynamic routing alternatives. We decide the important series
of nodes that want to bifurcate internet page on-line internet
website on line traffic for accomplishing the most
multicommodity network throughput. We follow our pinnaclenotable node placement set of rules to numerous graphs and
the effects show that a small fraction of overlay nodes is
enough for achieving maximum throughput. Finally, we
suggest a heuristic coverage (OBP), which dynamically
controls traffic bifurcations at overlay nodes. In all calculated
reproduction situation, OBP not handiest achieve absolute
throughput, however furthermore reduce remove in
assessment to the throughput the majority high-excellence
backpressure routing.
I.
INTRODUCTION
We take a look at optimal routing in networks wherein a few
legacy nodes are changed with overlay nodes. While the
legacy nodes carry out handiest forwarding on pre-specified
paths, the overlay nodes are able to dynamically course
packets. Dynamic backpressure is known to be an most
reliable routing policy, but it normally calls for a
homogeneous community, where all nodes take part on top of
things selections. Instead, we expect that only a subset of the
nodes is controllable; these nodes shape a community overlay
inside the legacy network. The desire of the overlay nodes is
shown to determine the throughput region of the community.
A first finding is that ring networks require precisely 3
controllable (overlay) nodes to allow the same throughput
vicinity as when all nodes are controllable, impartial of the
overall number of nodes inside the community. Motivated
with the aid of this, we develop an algorithm for choosing the
minimum number of controllable nodes required to enable the
entire throughput vicinity. We examine our set of rules on
several classes of regular and random graphs. In the case of

random networks with a energy-regulation diploma
distribution, which is a not unusual version for the Internet, we
find that fewer than 80 out of one thousand nodes are required
to be controllable to permit the total throughput location.
Since general backpressure routing cannot be directly applied
to the overlay putting, we increase a heuristic extension to
backpressure routing that determines the way to path packets
between overlay nodes. Simulation consequences verify that
most throughputs may be attained with our coverage in
numerous situations, while handiest a fragment of legacy
nodes are changed through controllable nodes. Moreover, we
study reduced put off relative to the case in which all nodes
are controllable and operate underneath backpressure routing.
II.
RELATED WORK
Backpressure (BP) routing, first proposed it is a throughput
optimum routing coverage that has been studied for decades.
Its energy lies in discovering multipath routes and using them
optimally with out know-how of the community parameters,
including arrival fees, link capacities, mobility, fading, and so
forth. Nevertheless, the adoption of this routing policy has
now not been embraced for trendy use on the Internet. This is
due, in element, to an incapacity of backpressure routing to
coexist with legacy routing protocols. With few exceptions,
backpressure routing has been studied in homogeneous
networks, where all nodes are dynamically controllable and
put into effect the backpressure policy throughout all nodes
uniformly. As may be shown, backpressure routing algorithm
as proposed in suboptimal while carried out simplest to a
subset of nodes within the community.

Fig.1: Example of a community overlay. The backside aircraft
suggests the total community graph, at the same time as the
top plane shows a subset of network nodes and their
conceptual overlay connectivity. In these paintings we take a
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look at community throughput under the idea that overlay
nodes enforce dynamic routing schemes and underlay nodes
ahead packets the usage of pre-certain paths.
Techniques to offer throughput-top of the line multipath
routing had been explored in diverse contexts. The paintings
in considers the problem of setting hyperlink weights supplied
to the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing protocol such
that, while coupled with bifurcating visitors further amongst
shortest paths, the network achieves throughput identical to
the maximum applicable multicommodity waft. The author of
the convention of an entropy maximization structure to boom
a product new throughput-superior hyperlink nation directionfinding protocol wherein each router intelligently bifurcates
site visitors for every end among its outgoing links. These
strategies all require centralized manage common adoption by
way of all network nodes, or both; consequently none of those
techniques have to offer incremental deployment of
throughput most beneficial routing to Wi-Fi networks.
Moreover, those strategies cannot be used in conjunction with
throughput most advantageous dynamic control schemes,
together with backpressure.
III.
FRAMEWORK
We model the network as a directed graph G = (N , E), where
N is the set of nodes in the network and E is the set of edges.
We assume that the underlay network provides a fixed
realization for shortest-path routes between all pairs of nodes,
and that uncontrollable nodes will forward traffic only along
the given shortest-path routes. Further, we assume that only
one path is provided between each pair of nodes. Let P SP ab be
the shortest path from a to b, and let P SP = (P SP ab), for all
pairs a, b ∈ N , be the set of all shortest paths provided by the
underlay network. If (i, j) is a link in G, then we assume that
the single hop path is available, i.e. P SP ij ∈ PSP. Whenever a
packet enters a forwarding node, the node inspects the
corresponding routing table and sends the packet towards the
pre-specified path. Therefore, the performance of the system
depends on the available set of paths P SP. Optimal
substructure is assumed for shortest-paths, such that if
shortest-path P SP ac from node a to c includes node b, then
path P SP ab includes shortest paths P SP ab, from a to b, and P
SP
ac, from b to c. This optimal substructure is consistent with
shortest-paths in OSPF, a widely used routing protocol based
on Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, where OSPF allows for
the use of lowest next-hop router ID as a method for choosing
between multiple paths of equal length.
Overlay Node Placement.
We design an algorithm to choose the placement of overlay
nodes V ⊆ N on a given graph G = (N , E) such that the choice
of overlay nodes is sufficient to satisfy the entire throughput
vicinity of the community, i.E. ΛG(V) = ΛG(N ). At the cease
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of this section we are able to show that the proposed set of
rules optimally solves P3. Consider the following binary
program to place the minimum variety of overlay nodes to
meet Lemma 2 for all nodes on all pruned.
Overlay Node Placement Algorithm:Phase 1: Recursively remove all degree-1 nodes N1 and
associated edges ε1 from graph G, until no degree-1 nodes
remain. The remaining graph is G1= {N1,ε1},where N1=N/N1
and ε1= ε\ ε1.This removes all attached trees from G.
Phase 2: Consider the destination tree Dn is less than the
degree of b on G1,then prune destination tree Dn at node b by
removing all edges to children of node b on Dn , and remove
any nodes and edged that become disconnected from n. The
remaining sub graph is the pruned tree D1n.
Phase 3: Solve P4, and place an overlay node at each node n
where the solution to P4 has Vn=1
Next, we consider the subset of nodes V ⊆ N , called overlay
or controllable nodes, which can bifurcate traffic throughput
different routes. Intuitively, these nodes can improve
throughput performance by generating new paths and enabling
multipath routing. The remaining uncontrollable nodes u ∈ N \
V provide only shortest-path forwarding in the underlay
network, with an exception that any uncontrollable node u can
bifurcate all traffic that originates at u; this may occur, for
example, in the source applications at uncontrollable nodes, or
in a shim-layer between the network layer and applicationlayer. Without such an exception, all sources may be required
to be controllable nodes.
Let E represent the set of edges in the overlay network. We
propose the following policy, both dynamic and distributed, to
account for packets-in-flight. Overlay Backpressure (OBP).
We show simulation results from three regulations: OBP, BP
at all nodes, and BP with shortest-course bias (BP+SP) from.
Although the latter are both throughput finest policies, they
yield worse put off than OBP. The reason is threefold: (i) the
quadratic network queue length of BP is proportional to the
quantity of controllable nodes used (on this state of affairs,
OBP makes use of handiest five overlay nodes), (ii) no packets
are dispatched to attached timber in case of OBP, and (iii)
beneath mild site visitors, packets underneath BP perform
random walks. While our OBP coverage seems to perform
well in simulations, we do now not believe that it is most
efficient in general settings. A promising future direction of
studies is to identify a maximally solid dynamic routing policy
for our overlay structure. Determine Intuitively, this policy
takes into account both the packet accumulation at the
neighbor overlay node v, as well as any packets-in-flight on
the path in the form of negative pressure. Through simulation
we observe the following properties of the algorithm. (i) OBP
maximizes throughput in all examined scenarios, including the
one of the algorithm (ii) OBP outperforms BP applied only at
overlay nodes, and (iii) OBP has good delay properties,
outperforming BP even when the latter is applied at all nodes.
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IV.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this author describing concept to generate optimal
throughput (network response time or speed) by using overlay
(subset or small set of nodes in a network) nodes to calculate
routing table (finding neighbors of each node in a path from
source to destination). By using few overlay nodes for routing
mechanism we can reduce network burden which can result in
high throughput. In earlier technique all nodes participate in
finding their own routing table which put burden on network
and result in fewer throughputs. 3 Overlay nodes are place in
network which can discover routing tables for all nodes in a
network. To implement this concept I design a network
simulation.
Double click on ‘run.bat’ file to get below screen on that enter
the network size & click on Run simulation button

Now click on ‘Overlay Route Discovery’ button to allow
overlay nodes to discover routing table for all nodes. Empty
color nodes are overlay nodes and filled color nodes are
normal node.
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Now click on ‘Overlay & all Nodes Size Graph’ button to
identify no of nodes and queue size

V.
CONCLUSION
We observe choicest routing in legacy networks wherein
handiest a subset of nodes can make dynamic routing choices,
even as the legacy nodes can forward packets handiest on preprecise shortest-paths. This version captures evolving
heterogeneous networks in which intelligence is added at a
fraction of nodes. We endorse a necessary and sufficient
situation for the overlay node placement to allow the overall
multicommodity throughput vicinity. Based in this condition,
we devise an set of rules for premiere controllable node
placement. We run the algorithm on huge random graphs to
expose that very often a small range of smart nodes suffices
for complete throughput. Finally, we propose a dynamic
routing policy to be applied in a community overlay, that
demonstrates superior overall performance in phrases of both
throughput and delay.
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VI.
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